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Since we got in the depth of this Corona pandemic I got a lot of questions from people and 
organizations about how to deal with this unusual stress-situation. Although the situation is unique, 
we can learn from a lot of research from many different fields about how to cope with it. 

Let me summarize the core issues and give you a few solutions. 

Keep your stress-balance 
 

 

Stress can harm people and organizations, but stress also helps us to be creative and deliver top 
performance. The best metaphor for what stress actually is, is a bow. The stress in the bow gives the 
arrow the energy needed to reach the goal!  Without stress in the bow, the arrow gets nowhere. 
However, if the bow is over-tensioned, it loses its resilience. The same happens if one forgets to "de-
span" the bow after use! So there is positive and negative, healthy and unhealthy stress, stimulating 
and paralyzing stress, fantastic stress and deadly stress, eu-stress and dis-stress. 

So the question is not: how do I prevent stress, but how do I keep my stress as a friend. 

To summarize the hundreds of  thousands of research publications on stress, I always use the image 
of the stress scale and balance. The stress scale and balance remind you that there are six core 
factors that you should always consider as a possible cause of imbalance.  They are also the key to 
restoring the imbalance: the demands, the resources, social support, influence, time for recovery, 
and our interpretation of those five elements. 

The concept of scale and balance shows that even if the factor that caused the imbalance cannot be 
influenced, such as an epidemic, the imbalance can still be restored through action in other areas. 
"Being in balance" also makes it clear that the level of demands is not a problem in itself, as long as it 
is in balance with the other five factors.  

In general, you can try to restore your stress balance by starting to ask yourself a few questions 
(these are extensively discussed in my book "Stress: Friend and Foe" (English version exhausted. 
Revision available in Q1 or Q2 of 2021), but you can also find a summary on www.compernolle.com 
tab: free text). 
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Stress is in the eye of the beholder 
A key question is: how do you look at the situation? It is often the most important question because 
your interpretation of the situation largely determines what and how you feel and what you do or do 
not do. Your interpretation of the situation is key and central to your stress balance. The same stress 
situation can be judged and interpreted differently by different people as irrelevant, as a threat, as a 
challenge, as an aggression, or as a pleasure. They will react differently to it: with indifference, with 
fear, with anger, with fleeing, with fighting, with depression, with apathy, with joy, etc... Our 
behavior and emotions are triggered to a large extent by our thoughts about the different aspects of 
our balance. In principle, we can influence these thoughts very well.  

"Stress is in the mind of the beholder": stress is what you think about it. You can tip the balance 
completely by looking at the pandemic with very negative feelings, and negative magnifying glasses, 
by for instance continuously following the news items. That is of no use at all. The media need our 
attention and they like to get it with sensational news caused by gripping, mostly negative but 
extremely rare things. They do so because we are so sensitive to them; good news does not attract 
our attention enough.  

Unfortunately, there is a fast-forward in our reflex-brain-system that makes us believe that things 
we can remember well, happen to us a lot. As a result, we intuitively think that what the media 
present to us happens more than what they don't write or talk about and that we for example think 
that more people are killed by sharks than by cows. As a result, when a few murders receive media 
attention, our gut feeling dictates us that the number of murders has increased, even if they 
decreased significantly.   

"A cat has died of the coronavirus, even worse a sixteen-year-old died of it, or even worse a baby 
died of it." As a result, some people no longer dare to go outside with a baby or a teenager, while 
kids are more likely to die from an unfortunate fall in the bathroom than from the coronavirus. The 
media also like to enlarge the mistakes of our governments and look for culprits.  However, in such a 
complex crisis, with so many unknown factors, your government has no choice but making choices 
between impossible dilemmas and making mistakes, hopefully while learning  from the mistakes 
instead of looking for culprits. It is very much trial, error and learn for everybody. 

The issue is simple: Good news does not sell because we are spontaneously attracted by bad news. 
As a result, even the best of our fact-checking media serve us a an overdoses of bed news. However, 
the anti-social media such as Facebook in particular, thrive on bad news because it makes us click, 
and that’s how they make their money. They continuously and purposefully grab the attention of 
our primitive reflex-brain with messages, even unfiltered completely fabricated ones, that evoke 
negative emotions such as fear, anger and rage. 

In the case of Covid-19, it’s not so difficult to abuse our feelings of anxiety. Moreover,  we are 
naturally more afraid of the unknown than of what we know and we try to understand things that 
sometimes the best scientists cannot  explain. If anxious people can't understand what is happening 
they easily look for an easy culprit or resort to conspiracy theories because it gives the feeling that 
they understand what’s happening. (You can read more about those primitive shortcuts in my book 
"BrainChains")   

The solution: choose the way you look at things. 

For your own mental health in this pandemic: stay away as much as possible from the antisocial 
media like Facebook. If you really can’t live without, use them only to keep in touch with your inner 
circle of REAL friends and family. Never ever use them as a reliable source of news, for your own 
sake: please don’t.  

Even if you do not believe the dangerous avalanche of misinformation, you should limit your use of 
the antisocial media because of  the continuous small self-injections of stress-inducing negative 
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thoughts. Partly because of the way the media present the news, you think "What a blunder from 
the government that they didn't have those facial masks earlier", while you can also look at the 
same fact a different way like "How clever that the foreign affairs office could get a hold of 2.5 
million facial masks that were ordered and held illegally by other countries". Is this naive? No, it is 
just a rational choice for the most healthy view.  

Therefore, even if you mainly follow fact-checking media for your news, an urgent and important 
advice is to stay sane and reduce your stress is:  don't listen/look/read the news more than twice a 
day.  

Don't take part in that irrational, counterproductive and sometimes mean game of always looking 
for culprits. Looking for a single culprit you don't try to understand, you miss out on opportunities to 
learn. In such a unique, complex situation as this pandemic it is always a matter of "trial, error, 
debrief and adapt", for yourself, your family, your work, your government. Looking for a culprit in 
this unavoidable process of "trial and error", we miss out on the most important part: “debrief and 
adapt”. It’s a missed opportunity to learn and to become active and proactive and to  instill progress 
and hope. 

It is also important for your stress balance in this crisis that going along with that negative view of 
the matter has an additional negative weight on your own stress balance and that it may even 
prevent you from doing what you can or should do yourself. 

Looking for a culprit is also an excuse for not doing what we can do in our own niche of control to 
stop the propagation of the virus.  After the lockdown was introduced in Belgium, 50% of Belgians 
felt that the government should have acted sooner and stricter, but 85% kept shaking hands with 
friends and colleagues. 

Know the facts and choose a reliable news source for your information, for example, 
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/covid-19-basics/faq  and https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/covid-19-
basics/understanding-covid-19 . Put the COVID disaster, no matter how bad it is, in its rational 
context. 

Why a conspiracy theorist cannot be convinced that his theory is unfounded 
The belief in conspiracy theories is centuries old and universal. They have always been there. The 
conspiring enemy is changing: Muslims, non-Muslims, Christians, heretics, Jews, pedophiles ... We've 
all had them before. In the past, however, these conspiracy theories were more regional straw fires, 
while they are now worldwide forest fires fanned and spread by the anti-social media. These 
conspiracy theories used to burn out because people were left exposed to other corrective 
information, but today the anti-social media encourages victims to dig deeper into their trap by only 
giving them information that confirms their belief. 

The fact that these conspiracy theories are timeless indicates that they meet fairly basic needs, 
especially in uncertain times. 

The big advantage of believing in a conspiracy theory is that it offers guidance in a insane world. 
Thanks to the conspiracy theory, you understand what is happening, you have a simple all-
encompassing explanation for a complex event that is difficult for even the smartest scientists to 
comprehend. Your unshakable belief gives you a sense of security and perspective. There is no risk 
that other information will make you doubt, because the anti-social media algorithms only give you 
information about what you already believe, reinforcing your belief with every click. Moreover, the 
algorithms are structured in such a way that once you have shown interest in a conspiracy theory, 
the algorithms automatically provide you with other conspiracy theories, so that it becomes 
increasingly clear to you that it is all a big conspiracy. That is your world view and that provides 
guidance. 

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/covid-19-basics/faq
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/covid-19-basics/understanding-covid-19
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/covid-19-basics/understanding-covid-19
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A “good” conspiracy theory not only makes this complex incomprehensible world simple and 
understandable again. It also gives you a purpose, a perspective and a task, which is to convince 
others of the plot. You also feel superior to all those people who are so naive not to believe in the 
plot and that's a good feeling. 

Moreover, the conspiracy theory also gives you the important feeling of belonging to a group of 
initiates that cling together well, partly because a conspiracy theory always creates a common 
enemy. Thanks to the anti-social media you now even have a worldwide network of people who 
think about it like you. 

Belief in a conspiracy theory therefore has benefits for your stress balance. A major drawback, 
however, is that your belief in the plot makes you part of a huge network of virtual friends, but it 
threatens to alienate you from the real people around you. Another big drawback for your own 
stress balance is that those conspiracy theories cause nothing but negative emotions, because the 
anti-social media algorithms found that if their information scares you or angers you, you click a lot 
more and they earn more money with every click. The result: The more you look for information on 
the anti-social media, the more you only get information that reinforces your negative feelings. 

Chronic negative feelings such as fear and anger cause a lot of negative stress and that is not good 
for your health. 

Another disadvantage for yourself is that if you only get information through the anti-social media, 
you will no longer receive information that can adjust your opinion at least a little. Your opinion will 
become more and more oversimplified and rigid, and it will become impossible to escape over time. 
You have actually lost your freedom of thought. 

There are, of course, also disadvantages for others and in particular for the enemy of a conspiracy 
theory. 

So do not try to convince family members, friends or colleagues with rational arguments that they 
are wrong. Giving up the conspiracy theory causes too much uncertainty. Don't forget that you can't 
compete with the algorithms of anti-social media such as Facebook and YouTube. Even today, 
knowing full well what disasters they caused, they are unwilling to change their business model that 
spreads the anger and fear provoking misinformation worldwide, and that stimulates people to dig 
deeper into a trap of misinformation and blatant lies.  

In the Corona crisis, the billion dollar earning algorithms of these anti-social media have literally 
become deadly. Not only because they spread fake news about the causes and treatment of the 
disease, but also because they opened the floodgates to the baseless, ignorant and life-threatening 
misinformation about vaccination. The anti-social media let this most dangerous fake news go viral, 
while originally it started with a small group of unhappy, ill-informed people. As a result, thousands 
of children are already dying unnecessarily from measles, a disease that was almost eradicated 
thanks to vaccination. But it's worse than that, because this baseless fear jeopardizes mass 
vaccination, the only solution we have to beat the coronavirus 

So if a family member, friend, or co-worker has fallen into the trap of a conspiracy theory, you have 
no choice but to try to avoid the discussion about the plot and keep the relationship as good as 
possible, so that these people don't become completely isolated from their real life. social system. 
Don't feel superior, because it is clear that anyone, including the most clever of people, can 
accidentally fall into such a trap. 

Healthy stress is interval stress 
Healthy stress is interval stress. If we take regular recovery breaks we can cope with quite a lot of 
stress. The alternation between considerable stress and sufficient recovery makes us even stronger.  
The stress that makes us sick is chronic stress.  
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The solution: Divide your tasks as much as possible into continuous blocks per day and per week, 
with regular breaks (More about this in my book  "BrainChains"). For yourself, but especially if you 
live with children: ensure regularity. A fixed, predictable daily schedule that fits in as much as 
possible with your life when not in lockdown. This predictability is important for everyone, but even 
more so for children.   

Don't sit on each other's lips all the time, make sure there are fixed opportunities to take a break, to 
withdraw, and to rest mentally. Make sure you exercise sufficiently so that you are also physically 
tired, so you can sleep well and sufficiently. You don't need expensive equipment or fitness clubs to 
keep yourself moving every day. You can also start your fitness club with your family using creatively 
designed tools. 

Focus on your niche of control 
As for the feeling of influencing that situation, Epictetus (AD 55-135) sums it up nicely: "Suffering is 
the result of trying to influence that which we have no influence over and not doing what falls within 
our influence...and we are free to choose". Or as I once heard the Dalai Lama say, "In difficult 
situations. Think very carefully! If there's a solution, there's no reason to worry. If there really is no 
solution, then there's no reason to worry." 

In other words: There's no point in worrying about things you can't control.  

The solution: concentrate on things you do have an influence on and make an action plan.  

 

The more things you tackle, small and big, in your family role, your circle of friends, your 
neighborhood, the more you build on that vital feeling of having an impact on your situation; even if 
it all seems small compared to the disaster that  Covid-19 causes. Don't underestimate what a 
positive influence it can have on yourself to cook something special, to do a long-delayed repair, 
finally read "BrainChains";-) or another book, to immerse yourself and your son in his beloved game 
that you never played with him, to yoga at home. On my bike ride, I just saw a young father jogging 
with his five-year-old daughter. She imitated him in earnest while he was stretching.  They both 
enjoyed it. 

Later I describe how important it is to divide your work into batches in order to be efficient. But 
dividing your time into batches and then more or less sticking to it also gives you a better sense of 
control over your day. Those more or less fixed routines give you a healthy steady rhythm, grip and 
predictability when all normal daily routines have disappeared. 

Keep in mind that following the Corona hygiene rules correctly also gives you a feeling of influence. 
Your contribution seems minimal, but if everyone does it, those annoying rules can become less 
strict for everyone and it saves many human lives. 
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Choose a maximum of five action points and at the end of the day don't ask yourself the question 
"Did I do this today" five times, because there are always reasons why it didn't work out as planned. 
Rather ask yourself the question "Did I do my best to...". You take the responsibility to do your best, 
there is never an excuse for it, you always have an influence on that. 

Develop your resources proactively  
What are my resources, which ones could you develop or promote? The most important are 
Resilience, Time, Expertise, Attention, and Material Resources.  

The greater the resilience of a bow, the harder you can tension the bow: take good care of yourself. 

Our resilience is determined by personal characteristics, by the degree to which our priorities are 
clear, by adequate assertiveness, by the way we deal with emotions, by our fitness (things like 
regular exercise or fitness, eating the right things, not smoking, alcohol consumption in moderation, 
etc.) All these aspects are extensively discussed in the book "Stress: Friend and Foe".  

One factor that has an extraordinarily positive influence on your resilience is having a good social 
support network in which you can find both practical support for practical problems and emotional 
support. Let’s not forget that human beings are herd animals. In fact, the human being is the most 
social animal on earth with a deep need to belong to the “tribe”, to experience social contact in 
person. For so many people work is a very important source of social contact. For some who lack 
social contact in their private life, it is the most important source. 

So this is a big challenge and sometimes a serious problem in times of lockdown.  If you have 
neglected that network for a long time, for example by being too busy with your work or family, 
then all is not lost. Providing social support to others is also good for your own resilience.  

If you want to support someone or strengthen the relationship: call. A telephone conversation has a 
much greater positive influence on the stress balance of the other person (and yourself) than just an 
email or text message. You can of course also offer real help and support and participate in 
initiatives of solidarity in your community. 

You may keep or re-establish contact via the anti-social media, but stay in charge of those media. 
Use them only for social contact with people who are also important to you in your real life. Invest 
your time in people who really mean something to you or to whom you can really mean something.  
Above all, choose contact with positive friends. Chronically negative nags should be avoided, they 
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don't do your stress balance any good. However, someone who wasn't negative in the past but is 
negative now, may be depressed. If it's someone you know quite well, keep in touch, and offer 
support. 

Don't lose valuable social time with completely irrelevant information about completely irrelevant 
virtual "friends". Also, don't get caught up in the antisocial media's sneaky tricks to keep your 
attention, which will keep you from getting to the things and people that are really important and 
really good for you and the people in your real network. Set time limits for your social media usage. 

High stress exposes your weaknesses. If it becomes too much for you, if you notice signs of stress in 
yourself or your housemates, if relationships become under too much tension, ask for help quickly, if 
necessary ask for professional help. Don't postpone it. There are plenty of services and counselors 
available by phone or video. 

Protect your think-brain and your archiving brain against your reflex-

brain 

Your three brains in a nutshell 
There are three brain-networks (to simplify I call them often "brains" ) that play a role in thinking 
and making decisions. I describe these, and much more, in my comprehensive book “BrainChains” 
and its concise version “How To Unchain Your Brain” 

The first is the think-brain-network 
that developed very recently in 
evolution. That kind of brain is 
unique to humans. No other animal 
has the ability to think about things 
that are not present. To please 
animal lovers, let's say that dolphins, 
elephants, monkeys, pigeons, can do 
this a tiny little bit if you really 
stretch the definition, but we are the 
only animals who can really do 
abstract thinking. We humans can 
think back to the past and combine 
several memories from the past to 
find a solution for today or 
tomorrow. We can make plans for 

the future. We can think in terms, "what if?", we can postpone a decision, give it some more 
thought. 

It's extraordinary what your thinking brain can do, but you can only properly focus on one thing at a 
time. Therefore,  multitasking, doing two cognitive tasks at the same time is impossible. It is an 
illusion. This juggling of information takes time and energy, time you cannot spend on the tasks. If 
you try anyway, it costs you dearly in time, accuracy, memory, creativity, productivity, efficiency and 
stress. Don't forget that every interruption, every email, every tweet, every phone call you hear, is a 
switch. Every pop-up screen announcing an email causes a drop in concentration of two minutes, 
even if you ignore it. Compared to do one task at a time or doing one big chunk of a task at a time, 
multitasking takes often takes more than double the time, causes errors and creates more stress. 

The second network the reflex-brain-network, is evolutionary terms almost as old as animal 
existence. Very primitive animals that have grown a few hundred brain cells already develop 
reflexes. The world of the reflex-brain is here and now, all I experience now with all my senses. Our 
reflexbrain does not have to pay attention, its attention is effortlessly drawn by anything that’s new, 
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that’s interesting (even if totally irrelevant), that provokes anxiety or anger, that’s a signal of a group 
we want to belong to etc. etc. All the brain-mechanisms that the antisocial media like Facebook  
deliberately exploit to catch our attention permanently, to turn us into addicts and to make us click 
and work for them 2-3 hours a day for free, so that they can turn our attention into billions of 
revenue. 

The third brain is the archiving brain that stores the information. Do you remember your teacher of 
first or second year of primary school? Did you ever need that information? And yet it is stored. 
Every single day you store billions bytes of information.  This brain works in close cooperation with 
your think-brain. It’s often called the default brain, because it works the hardest when your 
thinkbrain works less, takes a break or sleeps. 

The root problem is always being connected 
The opportunity to be always connected is fantastic for our brainwork. However, always being 
connected is a disaster for your brainwork.  In my book “Brainchains” and it’s  compact version “How 
to unchain your brain” I explain in depth the reasons why  you can never realize the best of your 
brain if you are always connected. There are many reasons for this. The three most important ones 
are” first of all that being always connected seduces you to multitask all the time and that is a total 
disaster for your intellectual productivity, accuracy, creativity, memory and stress. Secondly that it 
creates chronic stress, because you are always on alert and because it makes you so f&^%*#@ 
inefficient that you need much more time to do a worse job. Thirdly that you tend to stay involved 
with screens way to late, get insufficient sleep, which is very bad for your intellectual productivity, 

accuracy, creativity, memory, stress 
and health. 

The only solution: batch-
tasking 
The solution is batch-tasking or 
batch-processing.  

The first and most important batch 
is an ironclad do-not-disturb cage 
around your important brainwork. 
Continuously checking your e-mail 
and social media is the worst 
enemy of your thinking brain. The 
other deadly enemy is an open plan 
office layout, but for many of you in 
covid-times  the problem is rather 

to organize your work at home in a brain-friendly way. 

The second and most difficult batch to achieve the first  is that  you need to build a shelter to protect 
yourself from the weapons of mass distraction. The never ending stream of interesting but mainly 
irrelevant information. To this end, you plan a block of time four times a day in which you do nothing 
but respond to all possible messages. Ideally, you have set up your messaging system so that most 
irrelevant information no longer reaches you. 

Then you also need to create a batch for conversations and one for little shit-tasks that also might 
otherwise interrupt your thinkwork batch. 

Don’t forget to finish each batch with a break so that your archiving brain can store and organize the 
information and trigger creative insights. 
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The most important batch: your thinkwork batch 
To be productive and creative, you have to protect your fantastic but vulnerable and easily tired 
thinking-brain against all the endless distractions that hijack your primitive, tough and tireless reflex-
brain. 

Therefore you  plan regular slots of disconnected time for uninterrupted, focused work or 
conversations. Ruthlessly organize your working environment to eliminate distractions. First of all 
you have to disconnect from the endless stream of messages. If you have a door, close it. If you 
don’t have a door, look for a space that has one or put a screen around your workspace, put 
earplugs in your ears and a big headphone on your head, it doesn’t even have to work, but it 
functions as a strong “do not disturb” message. Put up a “do not disturb” sign, switch-off your phone 
and all the pop-up screens and beeps on your computer. Put a clever do-not disturb message on 
your voicemail and out of office email. Most important and most difficult: disconnect from all 
messages.  

The minimum time you should be disconnected is twice a day for 45 minutes each. Fight for it tooth 
and nail. You will have to be creative, relentless and even ruthless about this, towards your 
environment and towards yourself.You may forget every single piece of advice in this book, but if 
you implement just this one, it will significantly improve your intellectual productivity.  

Finish it off with a break for archiving the information you just processed. The more difficult the 
work you did, the longer the break should be. 

The most difficult batch: putting all “Weapons Of Mass Distraction” in message batches 
If you ever want to restore the full power of your thinking brain, you have 
to be in control of your ICT and especially your phone, instead of the other 
way around. You have to break that most important brainchain. This the 
most crucial action you can take to liberate your brainpower. Period. 

You should handle your emails, messages, social media and news in as few 
batches per day as possible. For most people this is four batches per day. 
You must put an impenetrable wall around this batch: don’t let them 
distract you outside these batches: lock them up. You should manage 
these batches with the attitude of a real professional, not as an addicted 
consumer. YOU ought to decide how much time you will spend on them, 
where you do it and when. You should do this batch in a professional 
environment with professional hardware and software, NOT on your 
smartphone with two clumsy thumbs on a Tom Thumb screen. Your 
phone is a gadget and an emergency tool. It’s totally unfit for efficient 

professional work.  

Eliminate all seductive sirens that lure you to your inbox, where the ship of your creativity will 
become stranded: eliminate all beeps and pop up screens. They should not decide when you look at 
messages, you should. Unsubscribe from all the automatic messages from the big time-wasters of 
email, social media and news. Learn how simple it is to make your e-mail program file CC-mails 
automatically. Don’t use your inbox as a to-do list but put important work at once in your agenda 
and unimportant chores on a list for your shit-task-batch (see below). 

You will be astonished how much less time you will spend on your emails and how much better they 
will be, if you do them in batches and then stop connecting the rest of the day. This is very difficult in 
the beginning, but once you get used to it, it makes a huge difference for your productivity, 
creativity and stress.  

So many people who did accomplish noted their increased efficiency with a very surprised “I have so 
much more time now”. 
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Don’t let unplanned chats and shit-tasks ruin your important brainwork, and batch-task at 
home too 
Shit-tasks are little tasks you don’t like, and can’t delegate. You are frustrated when you get them 
and you try to postpone them, but they keep nagging at you from the back of your mind. Way too 
often you have to set aside much more important work, because suddenly a postponed little shit-
task became urgent.  

The solution is to plan a shit-task-batch every week. Then, when you get a shit-task you can put it on 
a list and schedule a time slot once a week to handle them all. If you do that, you get less frustrated 
when you receive one and it won’t keep nagging at you because you planned a time to handle it. 
Hence, there is less risk they will disturb important work. Moreover, doing one of these tasks does 
not give you much satisfaction, but when you clean up a heap of them, especially just before the 
weekend, it gives you a good feeling 

 

Give your brain the pauses and sleep it needs to excel. 
For your archiving-brain to archive, for your thinking brain to recuperate and to restore your stress-
balance, you should have a break after every single task that requires thinking, attention and 
concentration. You should not skip lunch, or continue to work while having lunch. Having a proper 

lunch-break, where you disconnect from work, 
is an excellent investment in the quantity and 
quality of your brainwork. Taking a break 
behind your screen surfing on the antisocial 
media is a break, but for your brain (and the 
rest of your body) it’s a very poor one. Get away 
from behind your desk, do something different, 
something physical like cleaning a room or 
better even, get out of the house and go for a 
brisk walk. 

Working extra hours does not increase 
productivity or creativity; on the contrary, it 
decreases it. Stop the work-day in time to allow 
time to recuperate. Always being connected 
creates the risk that all boundaries between 
work and private life disappear, and working 
from home makes it almost unavoidable, but do 
your best to keep boundaries as much as 

possible.  

Reorganize your life around the results of the two sleep-tests . For your biological clock, you should 
start with getting up every day at the same time. If you need more sleep on the weekends, go to bed 
earlier. The feeling of needing more sleep in the weekend to recuperate from the week is a clear 
signal that you are sleep deprived: very bad for your thinkbrain. Ideally, you should plan all 
important, difficult or complex brainwork in the morning after a good night’s sleep and before you 
look at your messages. That way you will get the maximum benefit from the important work your 
archiving brain did during the time you were asleep to prepare you for the day. You can find many 
more tips in “BrainChains”.  

Avoid Zoom-stress 
Are you, like most people, much more exhausted after a day with many video-conferences than 
after a full day of in person interactions? How come and what can you do about it? 
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On my computer I installed Skype, Zoom, Starleaf, Webex, Teams, Facetime and Whatsapp to 
continue collaborating with my clients. The fact that video conferencing technology is now widely 
available to everyone and everywhere is really fantastic. Who could have thought this possible only 
ten years ago? Without that technology, the impact of the COVID pandemic on work and school 
would have been much worse. The pandemic forced a lot of reluctant people and companies to 
discover the important advantages of the videoconference tools and the possibilities of working 
from home. Yet, at the same time, we all discovered the limitations, disadvantages and stress of 
working from home. People spontaneously started talking about “zoom stress”. 

An important  part of the zoom-stress is not caused by virtual work itself, but by having to work 
digitally without being really well prepared, with insufficient time to adapt, with children and an 
equally tense partner around you, in a continuous crisis state, along with the anxiety of experiencing 
a global pandemic, of a lockdown, of the fate of COVID patients amongst family and friends, of the 
fear of infection or contamination of loved ones , or of losing our job. This undermines some very 
basic human needs of social contact and intimate relationships, status, a sense of mastery, of 
control, financial security. As a result, many people carry a heavier burden than usual and 
sometimes that digital hassle, and the lack of the social support of their colleagues or manager, is 
just too much. 

Knowing a little more about the impact of this way of working will help you to cope with it in a more 
productive and healthy way. There are social and technical issues to take into consideration. The 
social issues can be dealt with your stress-balance in mind. I’d like to explain some of the technical 
issues and solutions. 

Tricks the technology plays on stress and feeling of wellbeing 
It took hundreds of thousands of years for the human race to develop the flabbergasting brain we 
have today. Above I described three brain networks that help us to think, decide and act. But to 
understand how we deal with virtual contact you need to understand that we also have developed  a 
social-brain-network making us the most social animal in the world. Now we can even have social 
visual contact with people on the other side of the world.  

In the course of time the human race developed a wide range of innate, lifesaving, social reflexes to 
unconsciously process very subtle nonverbal clues very fast. These  allow us to instantly differentiate 
between people like me and people not like me, people I can trust or not, people that are safe or 
dangerous. The problem is that these signals, and especially the most important facial cues, are 
sometimes distorted by the technology. We only see a face instead of a whole body and we see it 
flat instead of in three dimensions.  As a result  our impression of the other person is unconsciously 
biased, usually in a negative way, not only making spontaneous distrust more likely, but also creating 
more stress. For example, not receiving any non-verbal feedback during an interaction is very 
stressful especially if the interaction is important.  Many researchers demonstrated this for example 
by measuring the stress of babies, children and adults during an interaction when the other person 
freezes all her nonverbal facial reactions.  

This is part of the explanation why we are often less stressed in an audio tele-conference than in 
front of a wall of motionless faces staring at us. Even if we feel  not consciously threatened, 
unconsciously our reflex social-brain triggers typical physiological stress  reactions. You certainly 
have experienced this when  a motionless “poker face” or a group of poker faces is used to create a 
feeling of anxiety in horror or crime movies. We intuitively know our hero is in an a dangerous 
situation when the other persons’ faces stay immobile. Our conscious rational brain knows it is only 
a movie, but our unconscious reflex brain, reacts with all the signals of thrill and fear. 
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Another important  cue that’s missing in videoconferencing is eye-contact. In normal life we are 
suspicious of a person avoiding eye contact. Of course we all rationally know that the lack of eye 
contact in  a videoconference is a mere technological issue, but our irrational reflexbrain might still 
instill a little bit of that primitive innate suspicion, just enough to make the conversation a little less 
trusting. On the other hand, when people do their best to give an impression of eye-contact, by 
looking straight into the camera, this does not feel safe either for cave(wo)man inside each of us.  

A more subtle issue, that has a negative impact on the non-verbal feedback, is when there is a 
desynchronization of the sound and the video. Even when the discrepancy is minimal our reflex 
brain will have difficulty connecting the words and the nonverbal cues, causing more stress and 
increasing a tendency to distrust the information. 

And of course there is also the nuisance when we have to fiddle around with the technology to show 
something, compared to a real meeting were we  just show the object or turn our screen to the 
others or simply push the button of my ClickShare.  

Be that as it may, there are quite a few things you can do, regardless of that context, to improve 
your stress-balance while working and meeting from home. 

Solutions within your own sphere of influence 

Your working environment 

Since COVID is here to stay for a while and since working from home will become common, invest in 
creating a professional context for working  from home: a large screen, a comfortable keyboard and 
headphones and a  good ergonomic office chair. For 30 € you can even buy a little adaptor/docking 
station, so that you can easily plug your laptop in and out of your home setup.  If you really can’t 
afford a big screen, buy a separate keyboard and mouse. It allows you to put the screen of your 
laptop on eyelevel. This 20, - € is a very small investment to avoid stress in your back and neck and 
to improve your video-conferences.  

Invest also in the best broadband connection you can get. You probably have already one for 
streaming entertainment. If not get one. Many employers are willing to pay their part of it. 

Try to organize  a neutral background for your video conferences, so that when you are speaking, 
the attention of the listener (s) goes to you and not to your living room or bookshelf. Avoid 
backlight, because when your face is n the shadow the reflexbrain of the others will signal “don’t 
trust”. 

Many people  have virtual meetings with a laptop where the camera is above or below the screen. If 
the camera is too close, you only see their head and it gives the impression that they look at your 
belly or your crown. You get kind of used to it but it is not ideal and believe it or not: it has a 
negative influence on the quality of the conversation.  If the best you have is  a laptop, place your 
laptop screen at eye level on a box or a stack of books and place it as far away from you as 
comfortable for you to see your screen. If you look at your built-in camera from further away, the 
eye contact is a bit more natural. When people can see each other’s upper body and  arms and not 
just  a talking head, this improves the conversation. Therefore, a separate camera, with a zoom-lens 
and a better mike are excellent investments.  With these you can move the camera further away and 
zoom in or out. I put a separate camera on a tripod, in front of my big screen about the distance I 
need to look  like a TV presenter. 

If possible, create a working corner that is separated from the living room. If it's a corner of your 
bedroom, it's easier to get the message out to family members that you shouldn't be disturbed. 
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An apparent detail that sometimes has more of an influence than you think: if you work from home, 
dress just like you would in the office. You just feel different, more professional, in work clothes than 
in a jogging suit, quickly covered by a shirt or blouse. Maybe you are an exception, but try 
experimenting with it anyway. Moreover, it signals to other people in the house that you are at 
work. 

Make sure you have enough breaks between meetings and move around during those breaks. If you 
can't go outside just do sit-ups, push-ups, step-ups, just run up and down the stairs or use your 
fitness machine a few minutes, if you have one. 

Your interaction with your camera and the video screen. 

First of all, stop looking at yourself. Once you made certain the camera settings and background are 
OK , hide your own video. In a real conversation you don’t look at yourself in a mirror all the time!  
You shouldn’t look at yourself in a video meeting either. It is an unnecessary, energy wasting 
distraction and nobody knows what impact it has on you and your self-consciousness when you  are 
looking in that video-mirror several hours a day. Moreover, when you look at yourself you run a 
greater risk of having an irrational negative impression of your interventions. 
Besides it is embarrassing to see how often people start grooming behavior as if they are looking in a 
mirror, forgetting that a whole bunch of people are looking from behind that “mirror” while you are 
primping.  
In some videoconference apps it is possible to enable a hide self feature. If yours has one, use it. If 
not you might use a little app I use a little app “deskpin” that allow one to keep a window on top. 
This way I can make a little notepad window, and put that on top of anything  else, and I can easily 
swipe it to the side, like al little curtain,  to check if everything is OK.  
 
Secondly, don’t stare at the camera all the time. In an in-person conversation you don’t stare at the 
person all the time. No, you switch all the time between a brief eye-contact and looking in other 
directions. Do the same when having a video conversation.  
When you are giving a more formal presentation it is OK to look more straight ahead into the 
camera, as a TV-presenter does. 
 
Next, move your camera away from you, so that on your camera the distance looks like the one you 
would have around a meeting table. When people can see your hands, your non-verbal 
communication becomes richer and they can see you are taking notes when you are not looking at 
them via de camera, which resolves the eye contact dilemma (see below). 
Importantly, you stay out of the “psychological interpersonal distance bubble” people need to feel 
comfortable. In a real conversation, you are not always in close up staring at each other. Unless you 
are lovers, this close distance is threatening and may still be on a subliminal level. 
Imagine you enter an small elevator at work with five people you vaguely know and they all keep 
staring at you from such a close distance, and they keep staring at you, even when somebody else in 
the elevator speaks. How would you feel? Certainly not very comfortable. Well, that’s another 
reason why videoconferences are so tiring. Rationally, your thinkbrain knows of course that the 
situation in a videoconference is different and is not threatening, but  unconsciously your primitive 
reflexbrain is continuously pressing your alarm buttons. 
 
If you put your camera farther away, eye-contact looks more natural, especially if you are not 
continuously staring at the camera, but once in while look away from the camera, as you would do in 
an in-person conversation.  But that creates a bit of a dilemma, because in a real meeting people 
would know that you are looking out of the window, at another person or at your notes. In a zoom 
meeting they have no clue. When you look at the left that looks like it is in the direction of the (video 
of) the person at the left of your video, but it might also give the impression that you are looking at 
another person in your room, invisible for the people in the virtual meeting. My solution is to take a 
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thinking/listening posture looking slightly down, chin on hand, while regularly looking briefly upward 
straight into the camera, or to take notes (or do as if) and to regularly look up into the camera. 
 
If you are farther away from the camera and  you want to emphasize something you can always 
briefly get closer to the camera with your face (don’t forget that inbuilt cameras are rather wide 
angle and distort your face when you get close). 
 
During meetings, take notes with pen and paper to keep you focused. This interrupts the staring and 
being stared at, in an acceptable way, especially if people can see that you are taking notes.. 
Moreover, you remember and integrate information better than when you take notes with your 
tablet or laptop. By the way, in in–person meetings or courses, taking notes with paper and pen is 
also more efficient than doing this on a laptop. If your camera shows more than only your head, 
people will see that you are taking notes and that you are not just losing interest and doing 
something else. 

Since the nonverbal cues are often shrunk to the level of being invisible, don’t count on your usual 
subtle nonverbal feedback. You’ll have to exaggerate them somewhat. If you agree and want to 
support the speaker: nod visibly, if you disagree: shake “no” visibly, if you want to say something, 
raise your hand. 

Recurrently hide the conference window from your view for two reasons.  
First because of the very tiring trouble our brain has with the increased “cognitive load” of all the 
subtle “wrong” or meaningless non-verbal  messages you get from a screen full of  videos. 
Second because all those close-up faces, continuously staring at you, create unnecessary stress.  
Therefore you should regularly take a mini-video-break from the visual non-verbal chaos on your 
screen by minimizing the whole video window, to follow the meeting with audio only  while looking 
at a peaceful landscape on your desktop or in a photoapp. If you turn off your own camera, while 
listening, you can stand up, look out of your window, do a few stretching exercises, breathing 
exercises or even a few push-ups,  sit-ups or other physical exercises.  
 
These microbreaks to move around are not only important for you thinking brain and especially its 
creativity, but also for the rest of your body. When we are in a videoconference, trying to stay at our 
best within the camera range, we become basically frozen, for hours in a row sometimes. The lack of 
physical movement in a regular meeting is already often challenging for our body, but in a video 
conference it becomes a real problem, especially if you spend many hours a day behind your screen 
in front of a camera. Hence, try to loosen up in video-conference and change your body position 
often. You will see that this comes more natural when the camera is farther away from you. Then, 
have microbreaks and use the time between meetings to do some physical exercise. I got found of 
the 7 minute workouts the easier one at https://nyti.ms/3i4XQga  and the more difficult one at 
http://nyti.ms/3l6wKqw  
 
Teleconferencing makes it extremely tempting to do other things during a meeting, under the 
illusion that we can do two things at the same time. This not only increases the stress, it also greatly 
undermines the quality of meetings.  In “BrainChains” and  “How to unchain your brain”, I explain in 
detail how horribly inefficient this kind multitasking is. Moreover, if you are busy with emails during 
a meeting, you miss a lot of information, you remember much less, you even hear things that have 
not been said and it is much more tiring for your brain and your creativity. Hence, during a meeting, 
life or virtual, your smartphone should be off. If the meeting is really boring it is better for your brain 
to daydream and much better to discuss with your manager and colleagues how to avoid these 
meetings or parts of meetings. 
If the video quality becomes bad, delayed or shaky turn it off immediately  and go on with audio. 
Better no visible face than  a bad one or an immobile one (except when it is clearly a photo to show 

https://nyti.ms/3i4XQga
http://nyti.ms/3l6wKqw
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you are still connected) Moreover without video the audio often improves and you will be more 
comfortable, less stressed.  

Last but not the least, even with the best of efforts, videoconferencing will always be more stressful, 
and the issue is exactly the “effort”. First of all we have to continuously pretend we are paying full 
attention; a degree and a duration of attention that is unsustainable. Moreover, in in-person 
conversations all the very efficient non-verbal communication comes natural, without effort. Some 
of our reading of that behavior and our reactions are innate, others are so well learned habits that 
they become automatic. However, to get the best out of a videoconference  we have to do an effort 
to do a lot of things that do not come natural, like looking straight into a camera once in a while as if 
you were looking at a person, exaggerating non-verbal feedback a little, speak a little louder that in a 
live conversation, not worrying about all those people staring in your face,  etc… Luckily enough, 
when you do this a lot, it becomes a new habit, it becomes more automatic and “natural”, and will 
cost less and less energy. However, don’t underestimate the impact of video-conferencing on the 
spontaneous innate tendencies of our reflexbrain. 

It is obvious that it is not the “electronic” conferencing that is the problem, but the video. Hence you 
may think:  “ Then, why would we go through all that trouble if we can have just phone conferences” 
and that is indeed the right question and the right answer. Because something is technically possible 
does not mean it is  necessarily better.  That is true about so many things, like taking notes on a 
laptop instead of with pen and paper.  Indeed, for most meetings video has more disadvantages (eg. 
exhaustion!) than advantages.  

 

The best way to avoid video-stress is to stop the video when it does not add value 

 

It is most often not necessary at all to always add the additional stress of having a video-conference, 
when a phone-conferences is much more efficient and less stressful. I hate to sound like a luddite 
because I love the technology and it certainly saved many of us in these corona times, but it is 
evident that the best way to avoid zoomstress is to stop zooming all the time and use phone-
conferences, unless you have solid reasons to think that a phone conference can’t do the job. 

You could also opt for a hybrid conference, especially in these pandemic times, where you open the 
meeting in video-mode briefly to greet and check-in and have some small-talk, then disable the 
camera’s, and only use them (the whiteboard or the sharing mode) when you want to show 
something. You may then want to use the video-mode again to say goodbye.  

Solutions for which you need others 
Make crystal-clear agreements with your housemates, so that you have disruption-free working 
time. This is not always easy, especially when the children are also at home. If you sit in front of your 
computer with your headphones, it must be a signal to everyone that you should not be disturbed. 
Be creative. Like Jenny, a single mother who agreed to take turns with her neighbor looking after 
their children, so that they each were better able to work from home undisturbed. If there really is 
no other solution, let your children play more with a tablet or phone than normally. Everybody who 
read my book “BrainChains” knows that I fight against letting kids too much connected to screens, 
but necessity breaks the law. 

Keep video meetings as short as few and short as possible. They are too tiring. 

Refuse meetings outside office hours unless there is no other option due to time differences. Discuss 
this with your colleagues and managers. 
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With people you already know, you can also opt for regular phone-conferences as they are less 
tiring. You are used to that, you know the limits and the possibilities, you know what to expect. 
Sometimes I start with video to greet each other, check in and then continue with audio only. If 
necessary, we can then return to video with one click to show something on the screen. 

Experiment with this.. Be flexible. It’s not because technology makes videoconferencing possible, 
that it is always the best solution. 

Also for many managers, having their employees working from home was new. Managers with too 
much ego become insecure at the thought that they can be missed. Managers who like to keep 
everything under control or the so inefficient and demotivating micromanagers become very 
insecure and even anxious with all their collaborators out of sight, working from home (although of 
course they will never admit it). As a result, in uncertain times they are inclined to pull the reins even 
harder and to maintain control by organizing unnecessary and too large and too long video 
meetings. 

Protest and negative feedback only make those people more insecure, making them want to control 
everything even more urgently. Try to guide them with a few like-minded people in a positive, 
supportive way in small steps. More with the idea  “How can we steer him in small steps, in a way in 
which he feels supported and learns to trust us and to let go”. 

In a team they solved this by convincing their stressed controlling manager that they missed his 
substantive input because he was too distracted by the process and the technical aspects of 
electronic meetings. They offered that someone on the team would take care of the technology and 
someone else monitor the process and the agenda. The latter, in effect, took the reins with a  better 
followed and timed agenda, making meetings much shorter and preparing parts in smaller groups. In 
order to give the manager the feeling of control he so desperately sought, everyone told at the start 
of the small and large meetings, in two sentences, what he had been doing since the last meeting. 
The manager relaxed, soon lost the need to attend every sub-meeting and became as inspiring as he 
was before he was promoted to manager. 

Conclusion 
"Never waste a good crisis": it is a shame not to come out of this crisis better than we went into it, 
without having learned anything from it. 

"The pandemic is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next. We can choose to walk 
through it, dragging the carcasses of our prejudice and hatred, our avarice, our data banks, and dead 
ideas, our dead rivers, and smoky skies. Or we can walk through lightly, with little luggage, ready to 
imagine another world. And ready to fight for it." Auteur Arundhati Roy in The Financial Times 


